**Educational Technology Meeting Meeting Notes - 5/13/15**

In attendance: Andrew Bonamici, Kassia Dellabough, Joanna Goode, Lee Rumbarger, Melissa Woo, Bruce Lundy, Sandra Gladney, Ed Madison, Gretchen Drew
Guest: Helen Chu

Meeting notes provided by Gretchen Drew. All corrections to the summary should be emailed directly to Gretchen gdrew@uoregon.edu

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agenda Items</th>
<th>Discussion Bullets</th>
<th>Action Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Canvas/Blackboard Transition:** | • Helen gave a presentation on the status of the Canvas/Blackboard transition, - ppt deck attached.  
• Currently, there are 400 early adopters and 619 CRNs.  
• Canvas provides analytic functionality for grade distribution and activity by department, course, and/or student.  
• Google analytics shows that Canvas users have less clicks per session than Blackboard users, indicating less user frustration.  
• A group is looking into administrative issues that are being brought up by the transition and developing solutions.  
• 1,156 instructors still need to transition.  
• 172 Non-CRN course sites will transition over the summer.  
• Tier 1 support – school/college level – workshops are happening, many in conjunction with Canvas team. LCB for example – plans the workshops, bring the Canvas group in for the workshop. | |
| **Future Watch:** | • Andrew gave a presentation on Future Watch – ppt deck attached.  
• With the existing lifecycle for technology, by the time you have adopted at the enterprise level, early adopters are looking for new functionality.  
• There is a proliferation of plugins and programs that are that are free and easy to use, but uncontrolled/unmanaged/wild.  
• Future Watch requires faculty get side by side with technologists in their unit.  
• EDUCAUSE is a resource, especially for communities of practice. | |
| **Other:** | • At 11:30 today in the Pape room at JSMA – Campus eBookstore presentation | |
| **Future business:** | • Overview of CAS IT  
• InTRO debrief | |

Meeting Adjourned at 10:00
Next Meeting Date:
Friday, June 12, 2:00 p.m.
Johnson Hall Conference Room